cause of the drought," Tierden said. "All that's over, and ocean temperatures in the Pacific are back to normal. From that, we expect normal rainfall for at least the next nine to 12 months."

**HOUSTON FLOODING**

In the Houston area, Tropical Storm Allison landed a punishing blow dumping nearly three feet of rain that stirred deadly floods. The damage and extensive clean-up process was something superintendent Randy Dayton at the Northgate Country Club will not soon forget.

"We've had weed pressure and insects -- especially mole crickets -- on the course all summer that got washed in with the silt and infested areas covered by the flooding," said Dayton. "We used MSMA [herbicide] to help control the crabgrass and goosgrass. All we could do was keep trying to suppress them."

Trimec was applied to areas with broad-leaf outbreaks, but grassy weeds were the bigger challenge. "The cooler weather is helping us out now, but there were locations this summer we had to battle it out with weeds. There's a weed called Johnson-grass which is commonly used along road-sides, and we had that all over," described Dayton. "It grows so fast it can look like corn growing out on the golf course. It took a couple of applications of MSMA to control, surprisingly. It's a really tough weed."

The course, situated along the banks of Cypress Creek, lost some large areas to erosion. As much as 10 feet to 15 feet of property slid down into the creek, according to Dayton. "The flood washed away ground underneath the creek banking that we had not noticed before," he said. "There wasn't much we could do about it. Areas just started dropping off into the creek 30 feet below."

The course was flooded again in October following a storm that delivered five inches of rain. "There was no damage, but we're constantly seeing more and more erosion," said Dayton. "I don't think the course can take much more. We suspect that with the increase in development, particularly in the western parts of Houston, it takes less and less rain before the creek starts overflowing."

"The Cypress Creek watershed, once prairie land that could absorb the water, is now rooftops, roads and parking lots," Dayton explained. "I think the flooding here will just keep getting worse."

The longest lasting effects from Allison was the damage caused to the pump house. "We fixed everything visually to the pump station, but we ended up with internal problems with the control system," Dayton said. "It was a good two months before our irrigation system was back to normal. With a Houston summer, we ended up seeing the effects of the flood on areas that weren't even flooded."
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want to run under a couple of holes, so we’re going to let them do that first before we finish the last two holes.”

Total development costs — including course construction, clubhouse and maintenance equipment — amounted to $21 million for the Las Vegas facility. “Las Vegas is an expensive place to build with all the rock in the area,” mentioned Richie. “The Atlanta project will be in the $14 million range.”

MARKETING APPROACH

A fore caddie system will be in place at the two courses. “They will be able to provide strategy for players as well as any background information on individual holes,” said Richard Ellis, managing director of Bear’s Best. “On each tee, there also will be signs marking the hole that’s been replicated. Our Web site, www.bearsbest.com, offers a detailed description of each hole at both the Las Vegas and Atlanta layouts.

“We want to make sure that people who experience the Las Vegas course know that there’s more than one,” Ellis said. “The bag tags we give players when they arrive, hats and even menus are labeled Atlanta/Las Vegas. The course in Atlanta will be identical, all except the hole selections. Clubhouse, carpets, everything in detail will look the same at each establishment.”

OTHER MARKETS

Performance equipment sales also are strong. “We are seeing a lot of demand for garden irrigation systems in California,” said Dragola. “We also have folks from the Midwest that have bought our systems in the past and have returned to buy more.”

On the other end of the spectrum, performance irrigation systems are being sold to golf course superintendents. “We have a lot of business in the Southern and Western United States,” Dragola said. “We have a lot of golf course superintendents who are looking for ways to cut costs and increase their irrigation efficiency.”
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